
 

 

 

ABSTRACT. 

 
India is traditionally a patriarchal country where women have always been given a secondary treatment.  

Women in India have always been treated shabbily and badly. They are always considered a weaker sex created to 

serve the men. They are always considered a worthless burden for their family. They have been  various 

discriminations because of their sex. The headlines of every day newspaper bring the news of various 

discriminations  meted  out  to  women-  eve  teasing, female foeticide, dowry deaths  and  domestic  violence.  One of 

the major problems among these is the domestic violence against women. Domestic violence refers to  the violence 

faced by the women within the realm of their homes. Within the four  walls  of  their  house,  Indian  women  face 

various types of violence and abuses like physical abuse, emotional abuse, mental abuse, sexual abuse and even 

financial abuse. This paper analyses the domestic violence within a marriage with reference to Meena Kandasamy's 

When I Hit You. When I Hit You portrays the character of a writer who faces the various forms of domestic violence 

after  her marriage.  It focuses on the various  struggles she faced in her  marriage and  the  after-effects of walking out 

of an abusive marriage. As literature has the power to  influence  society,  this  paper  aims  to  spread  awareness 

among the society about the evils of domestic violence and urges them to take steps to curb this evil. 
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Domestic violence has become a bitter truth in today's society. And a major cause of this is the orthodox mentality of the 

society. In a patriarchal society like India, women are always considered weaker and lower than men. They are always assigned a 

secondary position. The irony in this case is that the Indians who worship Maa Durga as a symbol of power, treats the women of their 

own country as inferior and subservient to the men. This thinking leads to various gender discriminations and injustices towards 

women. Women become victims to various atrocities, and one of these extremely cruel acts that Indian women have been facing since 

a long time is domestic violence in a marriage. In a patriarchal society, marriage is considered a holy sacrament where the wife is 

expected to consider her husband as a 'parmeswara' or a God. She is expected to remain within the four walls of her house, remain 

faithful and obedient to her husband, should be meek, docile and subservient, should not argue with her husband and should always 

follow her husband's order. In many cases, refusing for sex and infertility leads to physical and sexual forms of violence. Dowry system 

also leads to domestic violence against women. The problem in Indian society is that the societal pressures to make a marriage work 

generally forces women to suffer silently. They are asked to adjust even in the worst situations and are advised that time will heal 

everything. No one understands the emotional and psychological storms that a woman is facing along with the physical torture. In the 

words of Rebecca J. Burns, “When I am asked why a woman doesn’t leave abuser I say: Women stay because the fear of leaving is 

greater than the fear of staying. 
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They will leave when the fear of staying is greater than the fear of leaving.” A common Indian house wife has a tendency to 

bear the harassment she is subjected to by her husband and the family. One reason could be to prevent the children from undergoing 

the hardships if she separates from the spouse. Also the traditional and orthodox mindset makes them bear the sufferings without any 

protest. Other forms of physical abuse against women include slapping, punching, grabbing, burdening them with drudgery, public 

humiliation and the neglect of their health problems. Some of the other forms of psychological torment against them could be 

curtailment of their rights to self-expression and curbing the freedom to associate with the natal family and friends 

(youthkiawaaz.com). 

 
Meena Kandasamy, in her book When I Hit You, presents the struggles of a young aspiring writer in an abusive marriage, 

where she faced physical torture, emotional abuse, mental trauma, social humiliation and isolation. Not only this but the aftermaths of 

walking out a marriage that she had to face was equally difficult to enShe tried to portray how society pressures forces women to 

endure the various forms of domestic violence to make a marriage work and how women in fear of social humiliation suffers silently 

within the four walls of their house. 

 
The story focuses on the struggles of a young writer who after many failed relationships married a man who she felt will 

anchor the boat of her life. He was “perfect husband-material in the eyes of my parents” (Kandasamy 44). But destiny had other plans 

for her. After their marriage she moved with him to Mangalore. He always doubted her. He didn't allow her to socialise. The first step 

he took was that he forced her to deactivate her Facebook account as he felt using Facebook means wasting time unnecessarily. But 

for her, it was not just a means of social media but a medium to promote her work, remain connected with the literary realm and a way 

to have an online presence which was necessary in a world of freelancing. Her husband was aware of that. “He knows that my being a 

writer involves being at the mercy of others, being visible, being remembered at the right time so that someone throws the opportunity 

my way. In my precarious situation, when he wants to cut myself off from Facebook, I know that it is an act of career suicide” 

(Kandasamy 52). But as his blackmails increased, she was forced to deactivate her account. But it was just the beginning. Next he asked 

her to write all the passwords of her email accounts and she had to comply with this demand. When she shared this with her mother 

on phone, her mother advised her to adjust. She said, “Don't give him any ground for suspicion. Suspicion is in the nature of men; it is 

in the nature of love. If he wants your world to revolve around him, make that happen. He will grow tired of your attention, and he 

will learn to give you space. The more you try to stake your claim to privacy, the more he will assume that you are hiding things from 

him and forging a secret life for himself” (Kandasamy 56). 

 
Next came the turn of her phone. He asked her to change her old number and gave her a local SIM card and he instructed 

her that she was not allowed to share the number with anyone else except her parents. Next she was told that she can use internet only 

in his presence and that only three hours a week. She realized that “it would kill her as a writer” (Kandasamy 59) but even her parents 

supported him in this prohibition. She had no other option and she had to agree to this prohibition as well. Sometimes she felt a voice 

inside her head say to her to walk out of this marriage. But then there were the societal pressures that women in India have been 

brought up with. She also faced the same dilemmas- “How you know the world will laugh at you for a month-long marriage. Even that 

is not as cruel as the sight of the sad faces of your parents. Disgraced. You have given them nothing but disappointment. The defeat 

they will carry in their eyes for the rest of their days. Never again the old pride. Never again the easy trust. Never again will the way 

they say your name be the same. No more will they carry their dreams on your shoulder” (Kandasamy 61). Thinking all these made her 

think twice before taking any decision. She was stuck choosing between “Fight and Flight. I haven't given up fighting, not yet. The 

flight only comes when the fight has failed”, she thought (Kandasamy 61). 

 
These were just the beginning as her worst night mares became reality when he started torturing her physically. “Trying to 

recollect the first time I was hit by my husband, there's only hot glass tears and the enduring fear of how often it has come to pass. The 

reconstruction of the events does not help. It always begins with a silly accusation, my denial, an argument, and along the road, the 

verbal clash cascades into a torrent of blows....-sometimes his bones of contention are so thin that they make me wonder if any 

accusation is only a ruse and excuse to hit me. I do not have anyone I can talk to about what is going on behind these closed doors” 

(Kandasamy 69). He used anything that he found in the house to hit her like the cord of her Mac-Book, the back of the broomstick, 

his brown leather belt, broken ceramic plates and even the drain hose of the washing machine. She never had even the slightest idea 

that “this was the exemplary life awaiting a newly married woman” (Kandasamy, 70). He didn't have anything as much as he hated a 

middle-class woman writer and hence he never gave her the scope to take any writing assignments after marriage. “The common, 

widely held opinion is that writers dig the ruins, scour the past, and always puts themselves there. My husband is railing at me, slapping 

me, throwing my laptop across the small kitchen, forcing me to delete a manuscript, a non-fiction book-in-progress, because 

somewhere in its pages there is a mention of the word lover. He accuses me of carrying my past into our present, and this treason is 

evidence enough that there is no hope or space for the future to flourish” (Kandasamy 87). 
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He deleted all her emails from her inbox to set her free from the burdens of memories of her past, at least that's what he felt. 

He even changed her password so that she won’t be able to write to the helpdesk to restore the mails. Everything that made her 

identity as a writer was gone- all her contacts, her drafts, her letters everything vanished all at one go. That's how as time passed “the 

once-upon-a-time fiery feminist becomes a battered wife” (Kandasamy 144).   Then he stated abusing her mentally. He calls her mad 

and sometimes even calls her someone obsessed with depression. He even accuses that she is being controlled by some demon that is 

eating up the obedience inside her. Just as witch-doctors whip the possessed woman with bunches of neem leaves till the demon leaves 

the body, similarly her husband used the Mac's power-cord, his leather belt and twisted electrical cables to whip her so that the demon 

will leave and she will become the obedient wife he expected her to be. “When he hits me, terror flows from the fear that today he uses 

his bare hands, tomorrow he could wield a heavy buckled belt, he could grab an iron rod, he could throw a chair, that he could break 

open my head against a wall. Every day, I inch closer to death, to being killed, to the fear that I will end up in a fight whose result I 

cannot reverse” (Kandasamy 155). 

 
When she told her parents of the violence that she was facing, her father said her that it happens everywhere. She should 

listen to him and should not argue will him as if she will argue things will only worsen. She should remain silent as that is the only to 

improve things. She followed their advice. At first he enjoyed her silence as a sign of his victory but then again he got irritated by her 

silence and started torturing her more accusing her that she is silently thinking about her ex-lovers. He kicked her stomach, dragged her 

by her hairs inside ether bedroom and raped her, calling her a bitch and saying that it will be a lesson that she will never forget. “I 

never understood rape until it happened to me. It was a concept- of savagery, of violence, of violation, of disrespect” (Kandasamy 

167). “Sex, actually rape, becomes his weapon to tame me.” (Kandasamy 168). “A rape is a defeat. A rape is also a punishment. 

Sometimes, the punishment for saying no. Sometimes, the punishment for a long-ago love story. In Tamil culture, menstruation 

pollutes the body for a period of three days. After childbirth, the body remains polluted for eleven days; and for the death of a blood 

relative, we are considered soiled for sixteen days. For sex with another man before marriage, a husband considers his wife polluted for 

a lifetime. A body that is considered polluted can be punished as a man pleases. That is the philosophy of caste that is the philosophy 

of my rape (Kandasamy 170). Then rapes became a regular incident for her. 

 
Then he started forcing her to have a child so that she can never even think of leaving him. He took her to doctors and asked 

them to treat her so that she can give him a child. One day when they have an argument he tries to “hoists me up against the wall, 

holding by my neck alone. “He shouts at and screams at me as he pins me to the floor of the living room, but I no longer hear him. He 

is holding my face down with his foot, his toes digging into my cheeks, stamping on my ears. This is how he demands my silence” 

(Kandasamy 212). When she almost felt death approaching her, she decided to walk out. She took whatever she needed- her ATM 

card, her passport, her phone and laptop and left. After walking out of a marriage, she faced a lot of problems and humiliation as she 

wrote an article for a magazine about this and people started accusing her of spreading a wrong story abuse. They questioned her that 

if she was being abused then why was she suffering silently for these four months? She filed a case against her but it also yielded no 

results. But she let the words she wrote to help her escape from the harsh realities. “Words give birth to another woman” (Kandasamy 

241). 

 
Using the story of this young writer, Meena Kandasamy wants reach to every woman who is suffering silently, whose 

reputation is being tarnished, who is trapped in a marriage, who is being tortured physically, emotionally, mentally and financially, who 

is expected to play the role of a submissive and obedient wife and who is facing marital rape. It is a way to motivate them to stop living 

such a difficult life and to take a stand for themselves, to put a fight for their self-respect and to lead a better life. 
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Abstract— Automatic question answering system plays important role in current search engines. General 

search engines are based on keyword based searching mechanism. It retrieves enormous amount of data from 
which sometime it become difficult for user to recognize relevant information. Another problem is that, users get 
confused if there are same words with different meaning. To solve these problems semantic based searching 
mechanism are used. It searches information by understanding the intent of user and meaning of words in 
searched sentence. We show our approach by describing an implementation and a step-wise answering scenario 
with a sample query. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic question answering system plays important role in current search engines. General search engines are based on 
keyword based searching mechanism. It retrieves enormous amount of data from which sometime it become difficult for user 
to recognize relevant information. Another problem is user get confuse if there are same words with different meaning. To 
solve these problems semantic based searching mechanism are used. It searches information by understanding the intent of 
user and meaning of words in searched sentence. It uses semantics to produce highly relevant results. This technique can be 
used to retrieve information for knowledge bases like ontology. Ontology (Fernandez et al., 2009) is “a technology used to  
enable the domain knowledge at a high level and improve the query time used in Question Answering system” [7]. 

 

II. SEMANTIC APPROACH 

Semantic web is an extension of World Wide Web. It is used to disambiguate words so that human and computer works 
in cooperation. It allow user to find, share and combine information more easily and efficiently. Ontologies an important 
component of semantic web is used to enhance understanding the intent of user and meaning of words. To solve questions 
related to semantics, ontologies are one of the main approaches used for knowledge management. Ontologies are defined as 
conceptualization which contains set of concepts, their interrelation and rules that governs these concepts to be interpreted 
by machines. Most ontologies illustrate individuals, classes, attributes, and relations. 

 

For creating ontologies, Web Ontology Language (OWL) is used. OWL is based on W3C standards and help in defining 
ontologies which contain information representation features. OWL builds on XML and permit users to give machine 
readable semantic annotations for particular communities of interest. OWL is used to describe classes, properties and 
individuals. These descriptions can be in single ontology or in the combination of multiple joined ontologies. 

 

III. TRIPLES BASED MODEL 

To translate NL query to intermediary triple-based description linguistic components are used. Linguistic components 
consist of English tokenize, sentence splitter, POS tagger and VP chunkier. The annotations returned after the sequential 
execution of these resources include information about sentences, tokens, nouns and verbs. These annotations are used to 
query ontology. It is preprocessing step which help in accurate classification of query. It is required to understand certain NL 
query and also escort NL query in creating equivalent triple based representation [1]. 
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Tokenizer is used to separate a stream of line into words, phrases, symbols or other meaningful elements called tokens. 
These tokens become input to POS tagging, parsing etc. Automatic allocating descriptors to given tokens is called Tagging. 
Tag may specify one of the parts of speech, semantic information and so on. The process of allocating one of the parts of 
speech to the given word is called Parts Of Speech tagging. Parts of speech contain nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, 
pronouns, conjunction and their sub-categories. Then parser is used which compares grammar against input sentence to 
produce parsed structure called parse tree [6]. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

When user input question in natural language, that question is first processed to get query triples. Triples are in the form 
of {Subject, Object & Predicates). Linguistic components are used to classify query in triples. The result we get is “Query 
Triples”. There are two main reasons for adopting a triple-based data model. First of all, although not all possible queries can 
be represented in the binary relational model, in practice these exceptions occur very infrequently. Secondly, RDF-based 
knowledge representation (KR) formalisms for the semantic web, such as OWL also subscribe to this binary relational model 
and express statements as <subject, predicate, object> [1]. Accordingly, it makes perception for a query system directed at 
the semantic web to adopt a triple-based model that shares the same format as many millions of other triples on the Semantic 
Web. 

 

Fig. 1. Natural Language Query Processing 
 

 
After getting Query Triples next step is to map these triples to onto compatible triples using sequence matching with 

subsequence analysis. Sequence matching with sequence analysis task is to match these query triples in opposition to an 
existing knowledge base, which contain semantically described words or phrases. While trying to classify parts of the user 
input a comparison between those two must eventually be made. Because of user input being an infinite set, either a reduction 
of input words or expansion of the knowledge base must be made. Accepted approaches that solve this problem include 
stemming, lemmatization and various distance functions. Stemming is based upon a set of rules, which determine word 
morphing, and is therefore limited to weakly inflected languages, where such rule collections exist. Lemmatization is used in 
conjunction with large language specific dictionaries, which are used to expand the knowledge base dictionary. This 
information is then used to derive morphed words into their lemma. For measuring the results we had to create a test set, 
which would allow us to compare sequences against each other and would at the same time contain the information about 
the closest match [2]. 

 

Fig. 1, shows user’s NL query gets translated into “Query Triples” using linguistic and query classification. Then these 
triples are mapped to “Onto-compatible triples using sequence matching with subsequence analysis” to get desired efficient 
and relevant answer to user’s query. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of this project includes various steps that have been shown in Fig. 2. These are: Normalization, interpretation, 
Onto triples and finally the answer finding mechanism. Normalization process gives the “would be” condition where the answer can 
be very specific to the question. For example as shown in the example, the question is “who is the hod of computer 
department?” and the normalization would be like “who be the hod of computer department”. Here it is normalization that 
took us to next step in order to find the answer. Interpretation is process of finding objectives of the question, for example 
Subject, Predicate and Object i.e triplets. 
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Fig. 2. Implementation Flow 
 

 

RDF-based knowledge representation (KR) formalisms for the semantic web, such as RDF itself [14] or OWL [13] also 
subscribe to this binary relational model and express statements as <subject, predicate, object>. It gives where should be the 
focus in order to find the answer. For example, in context of computer department in YCCE college, the question is “who is 
the hod of computer department?” and the interpretation will be “Subject: who is, Predicate: the hod and Object: computer 
department”. Everything is resource <subject> that is connected with other resource <object> via predicate. Predicate are 
also defined as resources, but they are used in order to define relations between resources. 

 

Fig. 3. Graph Model For Triples 

 
Fig. 3, shows a Directed Labeled Graph (DLG) with the subjects and the objects as nodes, and the predicate as edges 

connecting subjects to objects. OWL was introduced as a proposition for an accurate and flexible representation language for 
ontologies; it is based on the RDF language – the class and property-structure of RDFS. So we created ontology in OWL 
language using Standard Protégé tool which is using for creating and editing OWL documents. 

 

Example: Fig. 4, shows sample hierarchy formed for OWL document using Protégé tool. It shows the class instance tree 
for Mr. A. R. Patil Bhagat. Here we see that Mr. A. R. Patil Bhagat is HOD and Associate professor for computer technology 
department of YCCE. Blue line indicates link between class and subclasses. Red line indicates link between class and its 
instances. 

 

Fig. 4. Class Instance Tree for Mr. A. R. Patil Bhagat 
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After creating OWL file, next task is to map triples i.e. (subject, predicate, and object) to onto triples using relation 
matching algorithms such as Jacquard Distance string matching algorithm [15], WorldNet. 

 

Fig. 5. Current Screenshot for Question Answering System Giving Relevant Answer 

 
 

Fig. 5, shows current screenshot of the system. Our system is able to translate question “Who is the hod of computer 
department?” into query triples as<name, hod, computer department> which is mapped to onto-compatible triples as <hod, 
name_of_faculty, computer department>.Currently it works for small ontology only. But final system will work for large 
ontology. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Currently our question answering system is under construction. It works for small domain specific ontology only. We are 
trying to create large ontology which will be capable of answering all possible questions for particular domain specific ontology. 
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